Abstract-The reconfigurable test platform (RTP) is designed to test high speed, high reliability and super precision indexes of wafer transmission robot, which can transfer and align wafers in the semiconductor manufacturing. This paper focuses on optimal configuration of the test platform. First, the problem is described considering three important yet conflicting factors: assembly, structural stiffness, and cost. Second, based on the combination sequence of function requirements and the connection relationship of modules, a multi-objective optimal decision-making model was formulated. And then, based on layered network and dependent degree methods, the multi-objective model is improved to be an only one objective optimization problem. Finally, the modified discrete particle swarm optimization (MDPSO) algorithm is proposed to solve the model and generate the best configuration scheme of RTP. Our computational results have shown that the MDPSO algorithm is efficient and robust. And the results demonstrate that the developed methods can be used to improve the test platform design efficiency and reduce the production cost.
INTRODUCTION
Wafer transfer robot, which has high speed, high reliability and super precision, can transfer and align wafers during the different working procedures [1] . It has high speed, high reliability and super precision, and the utility of it realizes the automation in wafer productions [2, 3] . Reconfigurable Test Platform (RTP), which consists of certain mechanical modules, is designed for testing the performance, such as positioning accuracy, speed and reliability of wafer transmission robot. Research into the performance test of wafer transfer robot focuses mainly on test methods of each index. Mori and Ishikura used the distance sensor to inspect the movement accuracy of robot, and a simple device was proposed to illustrate its application method [4] . Now, how to test reliably, detect fault and maintain fast becomes one of hot study points in the testing of wafer transfer robot. Here, RTP is designed for the auto and quick test of robot and its configuration is rests on the function and available mechanical modules. The RTP optimization aims to generate superior RTP configuration mainly based on assembly ability, cost, structure performance and other quantitative indexes, and this optimal problem can be described as a discrete combination optimization problem [5] . Genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) have been broadly used in many fields, such as function optimization, production scheduling, machine learning and data mining, etc. compared with GA, PSO has higher efficiency in the search for the optimal solution. Since the PSO primarily aims at the search operation of continuous function, Wei et al discreted the continuous variable to be the particle probability, which is described as 1 or 0 by current state variable, and proposed a binary PSO algorithm [6] . Due to the inertia of particles during the process of movement and its generated premature convergence, Coello et al proposed the Quantum Discrete PSO (QDPSO) algorithm, and applied the algorithm to the vehicle scheduling problem, and verified the search and optimization effects of DPSO algorithm on the vehicle scheduling issue [7] . In order to solve the traveling salesman problem (TSP), Lei et al. proposed a fuzzy discrete particle swarm optimization algorithm. This algorithm uses fuzzy matrix to indicate the position and velocity of the particles, and adds normalization and fuzzy operations in the iteration process [8] . Coban using PSO method for Off-line learning of Multi feedback-Layer Neural Network (MFLNN), which is a recently proposed recurrent neural network [9] . Cao and Chen utilized a discrete PSO algorithm for optimizing the number of machine cells, and employed a continuous PSO algorithm to perform machine clustering [10] . This paper consolidates the advantages of the above PSO algorithms, and puts forward the Modified Discrete PSO (MDPSO) Algorithm, which suits to solve RTP configuration optimization model. In this approach, the dependent degree and layered networks are used to simulate the configuration process of RTP, and module assembly relationship is used as constrains to accelerate the solution process.
The first part of this paper describes the RTP optimal configuration problem; the second part establishes a optimal decision-making model based on layered network and dependent degree methods; part 3 proposes the MDPSO algorithm and illustrates how the algorithm is used to solve the model; part 4 presents theoretical analysis and simulation result on the performance of the algorithm in the case study; part 5 comes to the conclusion.
II. DESCRIPTION OF RTP OPTIMAL CONFIGURATION PROBLEM
In order to get optimal configuration of RTP, the assembly performance, structure stiffness of RTP after being assembled and cost should be taken into consideration during the optimization process of RTP configuration. Therefore, this paper takes the assembility of parts, structural stiffness, and purchase cost as the three major indicators for the performance evaluation of RTP.
A. Assembility
The assembility of RTP is decided by part-level assembly smoothness (PAS) of each part, which refers to the assembling easiness and smoothness between two parts which has assembly relation with each other. It is also very important to evaluate the overall function of RTP. This index is measured by expected costs and time of assemblies, rather than that of actual value in assembly process. The calculation method is shown in formula 1.
Among them, C k is the cost correlation required by assembling from part i to part j ; T k is the time correlation required by assembling from part i to part j ; K is the sum of assembly relationship times required by one RTP configuration;  is the impact factor of C k , whose value is [0,1].
B. Structure Performance
The structural performance of RTP mainly includes static performance, dynamic performance and error of the device, while the structural performance is mainly decided by modules which form the device and the combination sequence of modules. Moon, Angeles et al [12, 13] proposed a static performance, dynamic performance and error evaluation method, which is based on mechanical modules of the equipment. In the equipment configuration, structural stiffness U is an important index for measuring the mechanism's ability of resisting deformation, which exerts an effect on static performance and dynamic performance. Its calculation method is shown in formula 2 and 3. 
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wherein, C is the flexibility matrix of the interface j, it is a diagonal matrix of n*n, and each diagonal element represents the amount of deformation of the module under per force unit along the axis of motion, namely the Z-axis of the local coordinate system; N is the number of total interfaces, and trace() shows the trace of the matrix and the sum of diagonal elements of the matrix. Index value U is the value that can measure the structures rigidity of the device, while j shows the jth interface; It is a unit vector whose direction is defined as the direction of Z-axis of the ith local coordinate system of the jth interface; it is the vector which connects the ith i e  local coordinate system with tool coordinate system. n is the number of local coordinate systems, namely, the number of DOF interfaces. This method evaluates the structural stiffness of the whole platform by utilizing the performance of the part module interface i r  .
C. Cost
Since the cost of assembly has been considered in the assembility index of the test platform, here, the cost involved in the optimization configuration of RTP only considers the cost of the modules comprising the platform, as shown in formula 4. 
Among them, is the cost needed for the i c i th RTP part, N is the total number of RTP parts; and c is the total cost of the parts forming RTP.
In order to make a comprehensive evaluation based on many different kinds of indexes; this paper makes use of dependent function [11] to build a unified quantitative calculate formula for each index, which means to use dependent degree to represent the degree of importance for each index.
III. RTP OPTIMAL DECISION-MAKING MODEL

A. Multi-purpose Optimal Mathematical Model
The aim of RTP optimal configuration is to conduct evaluation and optimization of RTP set, here, 22 , …,MC 2m },…, {MC p1 , MC p2 , …,MC pq }}, p, n, m, p N, and to find an optimal RTP configuration scheme set, {MC}={MC p1 , MC p2 , …,MC pn }, and realizefinal objective, such as the best assembling performance, the largest structure stiffness of platform and the minimum cost. Therein, p is the number of RTP configuration scheme options; n, m and p are the number of machine modules in each RTP configuration scheme. Therefore, this optimal problem is an optimization problem with multi-parameter and multitarget.
In order to obtain the optimal solution among RTP configuration schemes, this paper uses the above mentioned quantitative indicators to assess and select the optimized RTP, and the optimization objective is:
① Maximize the assembility of RTP, for the assembility is inversely with the assembly time and cost; ② Maximize the performance of structural of RTP; ③ Minimize the total cost of modules for one RTP configuration.
In order to measure the performance of module with different criteria, the method [14] is used to calculate its dependent degree. The calculation method is as follows:
Determination of optimal point: For different criterion, the optimum point m i is different. For character C ij for mechanical modules {M i } or joint interfaces {R i }, we suppose the value of character C ij is V j =(A j , B j ). If the value of character c ij (character c j of module
The optimal point m j can be determined based on objectives, as shown is formula 5.
Calculation of dependent degree: The dependent degree of a point and an interval can be calculated by the simple dependent function. Suppose a point x with regard to an interval X 0 at the optimum point m. For a finite 0 , x∈(-∞, +∞), For the minimum problem, m is the minimum point m=a, for the maximum problem, m is the minimum point m=b. The simple dependent function k(x) can be expressed as formula 6. 
The dependent degree u ij of M i or R i can be caculate by formula 7. The higher dependent degree means better solution.
B. The Establish of Optimal Process Model of RTP
Let G= (V, E) be a network [15] with s and t being the source and the sink of G respectively. The weight of an edge between vertices u and v is denoted by c uv or w(u,v), a flow from s to t is denoted by f st . A layered network (LN) [16] is such a network with following characters:
(1) For vertices: There exists a partition
  , which forms k+2 layers, whereV 0 ={s}, andV k+1 = {t}.
(2) For edges: Any edge of G is from layer V i to the next layer V i+1 (0≤i≤k). Figure 1 shows an example of layered network. v ij means vertex j of i th layers. A path f st is a flow path from node s to node t, is composed of n+1 nodes including each one node from every layers. It is a powerful tool to represent the module selection mode 1 shown in [17] . The module selection layered network should represent functions and module components of RTP configuration. Function requirements decide the layers of the layered network, and number of feasible modules of each function requirement decides the number of vertices of each layer. According to graph theory method proposed in that presents the structure of RMTs, we set work table and spindle as layer 1 and layer k, the source node s as layer 0, the sink node t as layer k+1. The combination sequence decides the sequence of layered network.
We set the direction of edge by the combination sequence of FR, in other words, from the node s to node t. The connection relationship (existing an edge) of modules can be defined according to module assembly matrix [0, 1] and the relationship between module itself and modules of upstream layers. If the value of assembly matrix of module in adjacent layers is 1, then there is an edge. If the value of assembly matrix of module in adjacent layers is 0, but the matrix value between the module and other modules in upstream layers is 1, then there is an edge also.
The optimal process model of RTP has been constructed above; the optimal module-set selection problem can be transferred to selection of a set of nodes in a flow with minimal/maximal weights using special algorithms. For optimal selection problem, the module component has several constrains as follows: 1) Here, suppose each module executes only one function, 2) One and only one module must be selected from each layer, 3) One module can only be selected once for all layers. The second constrain can be satisfied by the construction of optimal process model of RTP, in which, same module in adjacent layers has no edge connection. The first and third constrains affect feasible flow paths.
Module selection for a RTP configuration means selection of a feasible module set. To find the feasible module-set that satisfy above three constrains of module selection, all flow paths do not satisfy constrains of optimal process model of RTP should be eliminated to get Q feasible flow paths. Based on these constrains, feasible flow paths are generated by modifying the Optimal Process model of RTP. The detailed algorithm for feasible flow path generation is given in table 1.
C. The Improved Model of Optimal Decision
To simplify the process of solving the model, this paper assumes that, m, the number of mechanical components (MC) required for each RTP configuration, is the same, and x, the number of alternative modules of each mechanical module, is the same. The alternative solution for the optimization decision model is shown as the following figure 2. 
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Among them, w t , w pas , w U, w c are respectively weights of such indicators as the time of processing, assimilability, structural stiffness and cost. Formula 5 is the connecting side capacity of levels from 5 to M-2, and formulas 6 and 7 are the connecting side capacity of level 1 and level M-1.
In order to avoid non-standard error generated by simple linear superposition due to measuring each indicator functions with different units in the abovedescribed formula [18] , above formulae are improved based on the correlation degree of all indicators. The uniform measurement method [19] [20] [21] is used for each index to eliminate the non-standardized error between each index, as shown in formula 12 to 14.
Among them, kPAS, kU, kc are respectively MC's assembility, structural stiffness and cost correlation.
The consolidated correlation matrix formed by connecting edges set in RTP alternative evaluation model is shown as the formula 15. 11,21
The connecting edges constituting RTP should meet the condition that the end of connection edge in former layer is the beginning of connection edge of the next layer. The greater the correlation of evaluation indexes is, the better the alternative is. Therefore, the optimal goal of the second level of decision-making model is shown as formula 16. 
IV. RTP OPTIMIZATION BASED ON MDPSO
A. The Modified Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is inspired and proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy's [22] , early be used on research on the modeling and simulation of the group foraging behavior of many birds. They thought that birds exchanged information with each other, and every individual could estimate its position to adapt to the value of its own through certain rules. Each individual can remember its current best position of its own, which is called "pbest"; In addition, it can remember the best location of all found by the birds in the group, which is called "global best (gbest)", and these two optimal variables make the birds approach to these directions to some extent. Compared with Genetic Algorithm [23] , in PSO, there are no operations of GA such as selection, crossover and mutation etc., and it is a swarm intelligence calculation method which searches through following the optimized particles in the solution space.
In the particle swarm algorithm, each individual is called a "particle", and each particle represents a sub solution to a problem. The model of particle swarm algorithm is shown as Formula 17~23.
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wherein, X represents the group constituted by n particles, indicating the location of particles; X i represents a D dimensional vector of the particle, which is a solution vector of the problem; V i represents the speed of the particle; p i represents the optimum solution of each particle; p and g represent the optimum solutions of the whole group; these two extreme values constantly update themselves to produce the new generation. Formula 22 and Formula 23 are the refreshing expressions for the speed and position of the particle, wherein, k is the current number of iterations, k id V is the flying speed of the id th particle at the k th iteration, k id X is the position of the id th particle at the k th iteration; As constants, c 1 and c 2 become learning factors and regulate the maximum step size of the flight toward the direction of the global optimum particle and the best individual particle respectively; r 1 and r 2 are random numbers within [0, 1], which are used to maintain the diversity of the population; w is the inertial coefficient which has the effect of balancing the local and global bests [24] .
The flowchart of the Modified Discrete PSO (MDPSO) algorithm is shown in figure 3 . On the basis of the basic Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm, judgments and adjustments on the refreshed individuals and speeds are added. Utilize m*n dimensional matrix to show the location and speed of a certain particle, as is shown in Formula 24~29. 
B. RTP Optimization Generating
RTP generating algorithm is based on the RTP model, and utilizes MDPSO algorithm to solve the model, then sorts alternative proposals according to the fitness value. The flowchart based on MDPSO algorithm is shown as the Figure 3 . Here it mainly carries out detailed introduction to particle initialization, fitness function construction, speed and individual update and selection of algorithm termination conditions, as following:
1) Initialize particle position matrix and speed matrix
According to the features of MC configuration path optimization problem, the selective scheme of a connecting edge of a RTP's hierarchy network graph is regarded as a Particle X i .
Set initialized particle position matrix and speed matrix as X and V, as shown in the Formula 31~34. 1.
According to the bound combination of connected line, elements inside particle matrix have the constraint relationships as below:
Regarding the elements x i,j inside the particle matrix, make i=x*n+m, (n=0, 1, 2, ..., N; m=1, 2 , ..., x; x*n+m≤x2 ). The elements of two adjacent columns inside particle matrix have the following relationship, as shown in Formula 35. , 1
( 2) ... 
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) The Construction of the Fitness Function
The fitness function of MDPSO algorithm is determined on the basis of Formula 16, as shown in Formula 36. 3) The Update of Speeds and Individuals. Adopt the Formula 28, 29, 30 and 36 to update the speeds and individuals and to examine and adjust the new individual location matrix.
4) The Termination Conditions of the Selective Algorithm.
That no significant change of the new-generation fitness function value can be adopted as the termination conditions of the algorithm, or the set value G of evolutionary algebra g reaching maximum can be regarded as the termination condition, and multiple relatively excellent individuals in the output group are regarded as alternative RTP for decision-maker to choose.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
This paper takes the RTP configuration model shown in figure 4 as an example and utilizes Matlab to implement and verify the optimized generation algorithm for RTP configuration design. 
To verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, the enumeration method is adopted at first. After 2187 enumerations, the fitness values of all paths are obtained. According to the fitness value, 9 best RTPs have been selected hereof, as shown in the Table 3.   TABLE II. COST There is no standard to follow for the selection of MDPSO operator parameters w, c1, and c2, among which, the value of w determines the opportunity that the MDPSO finds out the global optimum value, and c1 and c2 respectively adjust the maximum step size approaching the direction of the global optimal particle and the individual optimal particle. According to the parameter selection principle of literature [6] , the value of w is set to be 1 to 2c1, c2 are set to be 2, 2, and the maximum of evolution algebra G=200 is taken as the terminal condition to conduct simulation analysis on the three parameter combinations generated using Matlab, and they are run 50 times respectively. The results are shown in Figure 4 , wherein, X is the number of iterations while Y is the fitness value of the iteration. In the process of 200 iterations, the fitness values won't change any more after 20 iterations, that is, respective optimal solutions have been obtained. Therefore, only the first 20 iterative curves need to be analyzed. It can be seen from figure 5 that if w=2 , c1=c2=2, at the 6th iteration, the maximum fitness value obtained is 13.49. Compared with the result of the enumeration method, it falls into the 2nd local optimal solution. Moreover, in 50 operation processes, the number of the local optimization appearing is 37; if w=1 or 1.5, c1=c2=2, respectively at the 5th and 10th iterations, the optimal solution obtained is 13.51. But in the 50th operation, when w=1, the number of appearing optimal solutions is only 2, while w =1.5, the number of appearing optimal solution is 35, in which the probability of obtaining optimal solution is apparently increased. Therefore, when the value of w is selected in the range [1, 1.5] , this algorithm will obtain the optimum solution of this model and the iterations obtaining the optimal solution will be less than 20. 
VI. CONCLUTION
This paper has presented an optimal configuration method for RTP design, considering assembly ability, cost, and structure performance indexes. It makes use of layered network and dependent degree method for establishing the configuration model to avoid conflicts in multi-objective optimization problem, and through add constrains to the basic PSO algorithm, the MDPSO algorithm is proposed to solve the RTP configuration model. Theoretical analysis and simulation results show that the MDPSO algorithm can effectively get the solution of the RTP reference model, and improve the test platform design efficiency.
